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HOMMAGE defines the new standard in men’s 

grooming by transforming a daily routine into a 

results-driven ritual. Designed exclusively for the 

discerning gentleman, the innovative FaceCare, 

ShaveCare and Personal Grooming Products are 

crafted to provide a high-performance experience 

that recharges the man with pride and confidence. 



 

  

HOMMAGE SkinCare is developed with an essential  

understanding of what men desire; sleek, clean design,  

targeted benefits, and a minimum number of products to  

achieve maximum results. The ingredients in each formulation  

are specifically chosen to deliver powerful anti-inflammatory  

benefits within a streamlined selection of products 

HOMMAGE SKINCARE 



 

THE HOMMAGE RITUAL 

The HOMMAGE SkinCare line was developed specifically to 

help stop acute cell inflammation, irritation, and damage to 

skin. If left untreated, this can lead to chronic inflammation 

which damages the skin barrier and leads to visible skin 

aging. 

HOMMAGE products are formulated with unique anti-

inflammatory and anti-oxidant compounds to optimize the 

skin’s natural barrier and strengthen the skin’s resistance. 

Over time, the skin’s barrier will be strengthened, the 

complexion will be balanced, and there will be a significant 

reduction in fine-lines and wrinkles.  

To help guide the esthetician as well as the consumer in 

getting the maximum benefit out of the products we have 

created these SkinCare steps. 

CREATE A CLEAN CANVAS FOR THE SKIN BY REBALANCING ITS 

OIL-WATER RATIO AND REMOVING DIRT AND POLLUTION. 

REMOVE UNWANTED FACIAL HAIR WHILE MINIMIZING DISCOMFORT 

AND INFLAMMATION. 

ADDRESS PARTICULAR SKIN CARE CONCERNS WITH TARGETED 

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS. 

FORTIFY THE SKIN BY RESTORING IT’S OPTIMUM STATE OF 

HEALTH. 

DEFEND THE SKIN FROM UVA, UVB AND OTHER 

ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE. 



 

 

 

PRODUCTS, TREATMENTS & SPA 

HOMMAGE products, treatments and spa programs are designed specifically for the 

man in search of targeted benefits for mind and body.  

HOMMAGE offers an exclusive selection of treatments that utilize ShaveCare, 

FaceCare, and BodyCare lines to reward the consumer with a uniquely masculine 

experience. An example would be the Black Diamond Exfoliation which uses 

cultured diamonds and pure silver grains to smooth and treat the skin. 

HOMMAGE also offers bespoke programs designed to access the consumer in 

diverse ways. HOMMAGE also offers bespoke programs designed to access the 

consumer in diverse ways such as the online HOMMAGE Locker Room and Bricks 

and Mortar HOMMAGE Grooming Ateliers across the globe. 

 



 

 



 

FACE GROOMING 

ESSENTIAL FACE GROOMING 

This treatment focuses on refreshing and recharging the face by 

thoroughly rejuvenating the skin and promoting tissue regeneration. 

The process begins with cleansing the face and softening of the hair 

stubble using white truffle oil. This is followed by a ‘touch up” shave 

using the HOMMAGE Monaco razor and brush set. A black silt mask 

is then applied to cool and tone the skin in order to reduce the 

appearance of pores and fine lines. Then an acupressure massage 

is given focusing on stress relief points which encourage deep 

relaxation and a free mind. 

ULTIMATE FACE GROOMING 

This treatment offers the ultimate facial experience including 

cleansing, black diamond exfoliation, lymphatic drainage, 

acupressure massage focusing on stress relief points to encourage 

deep relaxation and facial rejuvenation. Eyebrows have a strong 

impact on a man’s general appearance, therefore it is vital to keep 

them well groomed. This bespoke service is delivered by a trained 

professional who determines whether tweezers, wax or just a trim is 

required to ensure the most desirable and professional appearance. 

A bioactive silt mask is then applied to tone the skin reducing the 

appearance of pores and fine lines. 

BLACK DIAMOND EXFOLIATION 

Exfoliation is an essential step in the ritual of maintaining a clean 

complexion.  Diamond dust is one of the rare ingredients able to 

penetrate a man’s facial hair growth area to achieve optimal results. 

The HOMMAGE procedure uses cultured black diamonds, combined 

with nutrient rich silver spheres, mixed with an exceptional cleanser. 

The degree of fusion of these ingredients is dependent on the man’s 

beard type. These effective ingredients are then massaged into the 

skin followed by a black silt mask. The entire process removes dry, 

dead skin, leaving a clean, healthy, recharged complexion.   

 

FACE SCULPTURE 

Lack of sleep, travel, overwork or fatigue can cause puffiness and a 

bloated appearance.  A HOMMAGE specific lymphatic drainage 

process encourages the release of toxins located in the lymphatic 

system found throughout a man’s face. This process immediately 

removes all puffiness, creating a more chiseled appearance around 

the cheekbones, chin and neck area. The result is a more youthful 

and defined appearance that last for days. 

PRECISION EXPRESS SHAVE 

Designed for the man with a demanding schedule who requires a 

clean-shaved face before a critical appointment. The beard is 

immediately softened with white truffle extract before a precise and 

comfortable shave is delivered. Skin is instantly soothed and 

rehydrated with a post-shave moisturizing treatment. 

EYE GROOMING  

This treatment has been specifically designed to rejuvenate tired and 

overworked eyes. The area is gently cleansed and heat compresses 

are applied to alleviate dryness and promote relaxation. A hydrating 

mask will be applied while specific acupressure points around the 

eyes are stimulated resulting in a visible toning effect. 

BEARD MAINTENANCE 

Beards and facial hair of all kinds need to be well kept. Brushing, 

straight razor tidying and trimming will assist in perfecting your 

facial hair. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BODY GROOMING 

JET LAG RECOVERY & RECHARGE  

This massage is the perfect marriage of Western physiological 

massage with Asian energy stimulation. Physiological massage 

movements will be delivered with medium to strong pressure while 

energy balancing movements will be delivered in a soothing and fluid 

manner. This type of massage will help increase both venous and 

blood circulation and is recommended for pre and post travel. If 

combined with light chromotherapy, the effect from this treatment 

can last for weeks. 

TONIC MASSAGE 

Designed for male athletes at all levels. This physiological massage 

is delivered with strong and concentrated pressure. This massage 

will help increase circulation and lymphatic flow, soothe muscle 

tension and help release lactic acid stored in the body. 

BACK SCULPTURE 

The most neglected, yet important area of a man’s body needs 

attention to be kept in top form.  The entire back area will be 

thoroughly cleansed, toned, and exfoliated. Hydrating essential oils 

in a vegetal base will be applied and massaged into the skin. 

Followed by an application of a bioactive sea silt mask and finished 

with a hydrating and sebum balancing lotion. 



 

 

 

HOMMAGE FACECARE 

HOMMAGE FaceCare features precise skincare technologies 

to protect the from day to day pollutants and irritants. All of 

the products are formulated with results-driven ingredient  

 

 

 

 

 

 

complexes to strengthen the skin barrier against acute 

inflammation and environmental stress. Each formulation 

targets specific concerns while holistically treating a man’s  
 

FORTIFY KEY COMPONENTS 

Formulated with the HOMMAGE IFM and BRM compounds.  



 



 

 

HOMMAGE SHAVECARE 

HOMMAGE ShaveCare features formulations developed to  

turn the necessity of shaving into an experience to be savored.  

Rare ingredients and results driven technologies have been  

added to our formulations to provide the smoothest, most  

comfortable shave while minimizing harmful inflammation.  

Each formulation targets specific concerns while holistically  

treating a man’s skin for optimal performance.  



 

 

 



 

 

 

  

HOMMAGE SHAVECARE 



 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

HOMMAGE SHAVECARE 

EQUIPMENT 

 



 

 

 WOLFGANG JOENSSON CHIEF DESIGNER 

 

HOMMAGE designer Wolfgang Joensson is highly regarded 

as one of the foremost industrial and product designers in 

Europe. His designs have received awards from Red Dot, 

Ambiente Fair in Frankfurt, IF Hanover Fair, and the Design 

Center Stuttgart. With various managerial positions held at 

Frog Design Inc, Wolfgang brings a tremendous business 

acumen to HOMMAGE. His prestigious list of clients has 

included Louis Vuitton, AEG, König & Neurath, and Deutsche 

Bank. This keen sense of style and elegance are hallmarks 

of the sleek HOMMAGE line of modern shaving tools and 

SkinCare that reflect his philosophy that aesthetics should 

express functionality, and products should anticipate and 

exceed the buyer’s expectations. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FEATURED IN 

 


